Karol G is cruising toward a brighter tomorrow with her new album *Mañana Será Bonito*. After having conquered the reggaeton music scene, the Colombian singer is flexing her Latin pop star appeal with collaborators like Shakira, Sean Paul, and Romeo Santos.

With Karol G's last album, 2020's *KG0516*, she created her empowering “Bichota” persona to make her mark in the male-dominated reggaeton genre. Thanks to that “woman boss” spirit, Karol G had her breakthrough moment. Last year, she embarked on the Strip Love Tour, where she sold out arenas across the US. Karol G also scored the global hits “Provenza” and “Mamiii” with Becky G that led to her being named the most-streamed female Latin artist on Spotify in 2022.

Despite always trying to uphold her tough “Bichota” exterior, in her new album, Karol G reveals that she went through a “dark moment” at the height of her success. *Mañana Será Bonito*, which translates to “Tomorrow Will Be Beautiful” in English, allowed her to channel her emotions into a cathartic LP. She has come out on the other side smiling and wanting to transmit that feel-good vibe to her fans.

Lucas Villa — *Karol G Tells Us About Her Most Personal Album Yet, ‘Mañana Será Bonito,’ And Collaborating With Shakira*
Jonas Brothers are coming to Broadway this month for a special five-night engagement — one for each of their albums.

After a woman was charged with stealing Lady Gaga’s dogs, she is now reportedly suing the pop star for a truly wild amount.

While Madonna’s biopic has since been scrapped, an indie musician revealed that she was asked to audition and had to create a special dance routine.

Selena Gomez appeared on her former Wizards Of Waverly Place co-stars’ podcast, where she dished about how filming the series really made her feel.

It’s time to #CrackOn with the cast of Love Island UK Season 9. Each week, Uproxx answers your questions and ranks each couple based on compatibility. Check out our weekly coverage here.

NUMBER ONE STUNNERS

MILEY CYRUS
Miley Cyrus’ “Flowers” is spending yet another week at the top of Billboard’s Hot 100 chart. In full spirit, she revealed the full tracklist for her upcoming Endless Summer Vacation album — which will include collabs with Brandi Carlile and Sia. As this is now the sixth week the song has lasted at No.1, it has twice surpassed Cyrus’ prior record for 2013’s “Wrecking Ball,” which only topped for three.

LISTEN

BUBBLING UNDER

Blusher is a rising pop girl group to watch from Australia, who independently dropped their first single, “Softly Spoken,” last year. They’ve since signed to a major label and celebrated by treating fans to another song, “Dead End,” a carefree ode to being young and partying with your friends. This is a band that I’m genuinely excited to hear more from this year.
Spice up your space with an exclusive Charli XCX "Red Lyrics" design candle. Featuring her lyrics on the label, the candle includes Black Pomegranate scene notes hand picked by Charli herself.
WHITNEY HOUSTON'S ICONIC COVER

This week, thirty years ago, Whitney Houston's cover of Dolly Parton's “I Will Always Love You” broke the record for the longest-running No.1 hit at the time — surpassing Boyz II Men's “End Of The Road” in the process. Houston's massive song spent a staggering 14 weeks atop the Hot 100 and is still the second best-selling single in the US.
GRACIE ABRAMS

Gracie Abrams dropped her long-awaited debut album, Good Riddance — and I’ve been hooked since. While her 2021 EP, This Is What It Feels Like, was definitely album-length, I exhausted it on repeat throughout last year, so it's nice to have some new songs.

"The album's not just about one thing," Abrams recently told Billboard. "There's lots of self-reflection and accountability in the words this time. I felt like there were a lot of personal shifts over the course of the year that the album came together, and walking away from versions of myself that I didn't recognize anymore and very much saying 'good riddance' to those."
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